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Abstract—The full realization of smart city technology is dependent on the secure and honest collaboration between IoT applications and edge-computing. In particular, resource constrained IoT devices may rely on fog-computing to alleviate the computing load of IoT tasks. Mutual authentication is needed between IoT and fog to preserve IoT data security, and monetization of fog services is needed to promote the fog service ecosystem. However, there is no guarantee that fog nodes will always respond to IoT requests correctly, either intentionally or accidentally. In the public decentralized IoT-fog environment, it is crucial to enforce integrity among fog nodes. In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based system that 1) streamlines the mutual authentication service monetization between IoT and fog, 2) verifies the integrity of fog nodes via service audits, and 3) discourages malicious activity and promotes honesty among fog nodes through incentives and penalties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an ever growing paradigm of sensors and computing devices inter-connected through the internet. IoT has emerged in both public and private sectors with the main objective of facilitating our lives [1]. A wide scale network of collaborative IoT applications is the first step towards the implementation of smart cities [2].

Many IoT devices and applications rely on external computation and storage due to limited internal resources. Though Cloud data-centers are heavily equipped to support any number of IoT requests, network congestion near distant Cloud data-centers may result in high response latency to IoT devices [3]. This high latency can be an inhibiting factor for certain real-time IoT applications in health care [4], autonomous vehicles [5], and multimedia [6].

Fog-computing is a computational extension of Cloud services to the edge of the network. The fog layer is composed of geographically distributed ‘micro data-centers’, or nodes, that are positioned to support IoT with minimal latency [7]. Indeed, fog, alongside IoT and Cloud, are integral in creating an energy-efficient network computing architecture for smart cities [8], [9], [10].

Current research in fog-computing focuses on the effective design of fog infrastructures [10], and resource off-loading policies from IoT to fog nodes [11]. However, such research does not consider the mutual needs of IoT and fog. IoT devices require real-time, secure and correct service from an authenticated service provider. Furthermore, current work assumes that fog nodes always behave with integrity. That is, IoT devices are meant to blindly trust fog nodes even though it is possible that a fog node returns a faulty response, either intentionally or accidentally [12]. Indeed, the IoT-fog environment is trustless and currently lacks accountability for fog nodes to behave correctly. If IoT devices rely on fog nodes for computational processing, it is critical that we ensure active fog nodes are processing correctly, and eject malicious fog nodes from the IoT-fog environment.

In addition, IoT networks can be easy to tamper with and compromise without proper security measures. Blockchain technologies have been studied as a possible solution to provide security, privacy and access control to IoT due to the decentralization, immutability and high transparency of blockchain [13]. Hence, blockchain can be used to provide a secure line of communication between IoT and fog via mutual authentication [14]. Furthermore, blockchain can streamline the payment process from IoT to fog computing services, and enforce integrity among the fog nodes.

Based on observations of IoT-fog requirements, and limitations of current work, there exists a need for a single streamlined system in a trustless IoT-fog environment that 1) mutually authenticates IoT and fog prior to service, 2) facilitates service payment from IoT to fog, 3) verifies and holds malicious fog nodes accountable, and 4) benefits honesty and discourages malicious activity among fog nodes.

Inspired by current data auditing techniques [15], we propose a service auditing process for fog-computing to enforce computational integrity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to enforce the service integrity of fog via a service auditing scheme. We also integrate current mutual authentication [14], [16] and fog monetization schemes [17], [18] into a single blockchain application, and leverage blockchain-enabled fog nodes to decrease latency [19]. That is, we propose the Fog Identity & Service Integrity Enforcement (FISIE) system that streamlines IoT-fog authentication, service, monetization, and integrity auditing through a single smart contract. The FISIE smart contract described in this paper is a Proof-of-Concept based on Ethereum [20]. However, any other smart contract compatible blockchain platform would be compatible...
with this system.

Our contributions are as follows:

- We review and summarize current literature related to payment, service and mutual authentication.
- We propose a general architecture of heterogeneous IoT and blockchain-enabled fog that is compatible with any smart contract-enabled blockchain.
- We define a smart contract-based system for mutual authentication, monetization, and service auditing.
- We describe a penalty system to enforce service integrity.
- We discuss the security of the system, and analyze various auditing scheduling policies for optimal system integrity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the current contributions in related fields to inspire our solution. Section III provides an overview of the different components of the FISIE system. Section IV provides background knowledge and configurations specifics of blockchain, cryptography, and the IoT-fog physical layers. Section V initializes the smart contract. Sections VI, VII and VIII respectively define the identity management, payment management and integrity verification functions of the smart contract. Section IX describes how the smart contract functions provide penalties and incentives for fog integrity. Section X discusses the FISIE system security, and analyses the affects of different sampling policies on long-term fog integrity. Finally, section XI summarizes future work and concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

We are interested in providing security and integrity to the IoT-fog environment without significantly increasing communication latency. Our reviewed literature focuses on the state-of-the-art in a) IoT-fog security, b) data auditing of fog, c) blockchain-based monetization, and d) blockchain-fog integration.

A. IoT-fog security

Two of the key elements in providing security to any system is the inclusion of authorization & authentication [13]. In particular for the IoT-fog environment, we review implementations of access control for IoT data, and mutual authentication between IoT and fog.

1) Authorization: An access control policy defines which entities have the authority to access the data of which devices. Access control policies may list individual valid entities, or list attributes that entities must have to gain access [21]. A micro server such as fog has sufficient storage and computing resources to define and validate its own access control policy. However, IoT devices have minimal resources, and may not be able to store its own list of valid entities. In this case, the IoT access control policies are stored in a separate trusted server with sufficient resources.

Alqarni et al. [22] propose a blockchain-based access control scheme for IoT. This scheme takes advantage of the transparency and security of blockchain to house all IoT access control policies. Since the blockchain itself cannot be hosted on the IoT devices, the fog layer can be used to host the blockchain and decrease communication latency between the blockchain and IoT.

2) Authentication: The authorization process often works in tandem with an authentication mechanism to prove the identity of a communicating entity [21]. The authentication process is crucial in protecting IoT and fog from security risks such as man-in-the-middle attacks and replay attacks [23]. Secure authentication in IoT, fog and Cloud are often based in standard encryption schemes such as RSA or elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), though ECC is known to be more secure than RSA for equivalent key sizes [24]. In the IoT-fog environment, we are interested in mutual authentication, wherein an IoT device and a fog node authenticate each other prior to communicating and data sharing [25].

Singh and Chaurasiya [25] propose a lightweight mutual authentication scheme with a centralized Cloud data-center as a trusted third-party. Based on ECC, the Cloud data-center sets all relevant cryptographic parameters, while IoT devices and fog nodes store only their own public keys. That is, private keys are stored on Cloud instead of the IoT/fog devices. Though this scheme is lightweight, storing minimal data on IoT devices, it requires absolute trust in the Cloud data-center. In addition, requiring communication with the Cloud increases communication latency for IoT.

Instead, we consider the use of a decentralized blockchain for the authentication process. Current contributions [14], [16], [26] use a smart contract-based scheme to register or remove identification information from IoT devices and fog nodes. Once registered, the information is stored and queried from a trusted off-chain table. However, these schemes rely on an additional centralized registration authority to generate and store keys for IoT devices and fog nodes [14], [16]. Giving a centralized authority this level of control over the system’s private keys is a potential security risk. Instead, we propose to limit the use of any off-chain resources, and keep all private keys on their respective devices.

Patwary et al. [26] propose a blockchain-based mutual authentication scheme that uses the physical fog location data as part of the authentication process. Though the use of centralized resources are limited, this scheme only works with stationary IoT devices and fog nodes since authentication relies on a static location validation. Instead, we seek to implement a generalized authentication scheme that allows for device mobility without compromising IoT-fog security.

B. Data auditing of Fog

Several contributions propose a similar data auditing scheme to verify the data replica cache of edge servers [12], [15], [27]. A vendor who has previously cached its own data to edge servers may request the hash of the data replica from edge servers. The vendor compares the hash with its own data hash to verify the data integrity of an edge server.

Zikratov et al. [28] propose a data auditing scheme based on a private blockchain. Data is distributed to clients and is also stored on the blockchain. Periodically, the client data is downloaded and verified with the blockchain data by a third party auditor.

Tian et al. [29] address the problem of data auditing in a public IoT-fog environment. They propose to tag IoT data
which is sent to a fog node which places its own tag, and then sends it to the Cloud. A third party auditor can then verify the integrity of the fog nodes via a zero-knowledge proof of integrity.

In both cases [28], [29], absolute cooperation is needed from fog nodes to honestly share or allow access to its server data. This level of trust cannot be guaranteed in a trustless system.

C. Blockchain-based Monetization

Service payments from IoT to fog have been previously considered by means of blockchain smart contracts [17], [18]. Debe et al. [17] consider a monetization smart contract in which IoT devices deposit Ether, which are then used to pay for fog services. Huang et al. [18] use a smart contract to hold a collateral deposit from IoT until the IoT device directly pays the fog node. If payment is not processed in a timely manner, the collateral is given to the fog node.

The system by Huang et al. [18] uses a commitment-based sampling approach in which the IoT devices samples a portion of the result from the fog node, to decide whether to pay or not. In such a case that the IoT device is not satisfied with the fog results and decides not to pay, it may start a dispute with a third party to retrieve its deposit.

Note, that this proposed system [18] requires a separate blockchain transaction for the 1) initial deposit, 2) a confirmation of deposit from fog, 3) sending a separate payment from IoT to fog, 4) then returning the deposit to IoT. This payment process can be costly in blockchain fees due to the total number of required transactions. Furthermore, this process requires verification of the result from the IoT device, which may not be computationally possible from resource-constrained devices.

D. Blockchain-fog integration

Fog nodes are geographically distributed, and blockchains are replicated and hosted on distributed servers. Therefore, it is reasonable to combine these concepts to minimize the communication latency between fog nodes and the blockchain. Blockchain-enabled fog nodes are fog nodes that use a portion of their resources to host a copy of the blockchain. By doing so, all communication delay between fog and blockchain is eliminated. Almadhoun et al. [23] uses blockchain-enabled fog nodes for IoT authentication – a process whose speed is highly dependent on communication delay between IoT, fog and blockchain. The resource requirements of the blockchain can be further reduced by using ‘light nodes’ which use block summarization to reduce the amount of data stored on the fog node [19], [30], [31]. In particular, in this paper we store only blockchain data relevant to the authentication and auditing processes.

E. Summary of Reviewed Literature

None of the reviewed contributions consider a penalty or action to be taken if a fog node or edge server is found to be corrupted. If the corruption is accidental, then the appropriate server could be given the correct data. However, if the corrupted data is malicious, then there is no penalty to stop the server from continuing to alter cached or processed IoT data. At worst, a fog node that returns malicious data is simply not paid [18].

In public systems, a call-and-response process of requesting a proof of data integrity from servers must be taken. However, there is no incentive given for the data servers to comply with the audit [12], [15], [27]. To validate service integrity, it is left to the IoT device to verify the work done by the fog is correct before giving payment, a task which is not always computationally feasible by resource constrained IoT [18]. Even in private networks [28], it may not be reasonable to have a third party auditor with full accessibility of client files without major privacy concerns of individuals.

The focus of this paper is to validate the service integrity of fog nodes who are meant to support IoT. We take inspiration from related work to form the FISIE system, a blockchain-based system that streamlines IoT-fog mutual authentication, fog service monetization, and verification of fog integrity. We also recognize the benefits of integrating blockchain within the fog layer for low-latency mutual authentication. We find the addition of an incentive and penalty mechanism to be necessary to enforce auditing cooperation from fog nodes and overall IoT-fog system integrity. A comparison of the proposed FISIE system with other contributions is shown in Table I.

III. FISIE System Overview

The FISIE system aims to 1) streamline IoT-fog mutual authentication and fog service monetization, 2) verify the integrity of fog nodes via external service auditing, and 3) promote the honest collaboration between IoT and fog via incentives and penalties. These objectives are accomplished via the Identity & Integrity Management Smart Contract (IIMSC) which interacts with IoT, fog, and an oracle – an off-chain semi-trusted third-party. A generalized blockchain structure will increase the likelihood by others of adopting the FISIE system. Hence, though our default implementation uses Ethereum [20], other implementations may use smart contract-capable blockchain platforms such as Solana1 or Layer 2 platforms such as Arbitrum2 or Optimism3 for scalability and lower processing fees [32], [33].

The key processes of IIMSC are summarized as 1) Identity Management, 2) Payment Management, and 3) Integrity Verification. The key processes of IIMSC are shown in Fig. 1. These key components are summarized below, and further explored in sections VI, VII, and VIII. These three components offer incentives and penalties for fog nodes to behave honestly (see Section IX).

A. Identity Management

IIMSC defines lookup tables that hold information about IoT and fog blockchain addresses, current token holdings, and fog reputation. These lookup tables are used for mutual

1https://solana.com/
2https://arbitrum.io/
3https://www.optimism.io/
4IoT icons by https://www.avsystem.com
Table I: Inspiration for the FISIE system is taken from various contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Mutual Authentication</th>
<th>Fog Service Monetization</th>
<th>Resource Constrained IoT-Compatible</th>
<th>Immutable (Blockchain)</th>
<th>Fog Penalization</th>
<th>Fog Honesty Verification</th>
<th>Public Fog Auditing</th>
<th>Penalties for Malicious Fog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debe [17]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almadhoun [23]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singh [25]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patwary [26]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tian [29]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang [18]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: The main objectives of the FISIE system is to use a blockchain smart contract to 1) facilitate authentication and service and payment between IoT devices and fog nodes, and 2) enforce service integrity among fog nodes.

authentication between IoT devices and fog nodes. Prior to participating in the FISIE system, all IoT devices and fog nodes must register with IIMSC. The blockchain addresses are used both to validate an entity’s identity, as well as to forward payment. Current IoT token holdings are listed to ensure IoT devices have enough funds to pay for fog services. Fog devices have two fields for current token holdings – one for a collateral deposit to use the FISIE system, and another to accrue fog service payments. Both collateral deposit and a fog’s reputation score give indication of a fog node’s past behaviour, whether honest or malicious, i.e., their reliability. Hence, IoT devices may filter candidate fog nodes to which it is comfortable sending data based on a fog’s reliability.

B. Payment Management

Once an IoT-fog pair has authenticated each other, an IoT device may send its request to the fog node for service. This is done off-chain via ECC encryption [34]. Once service is complete and successfully returned to the IoT device, a predetermined amount is transferred from the IoT device’s funds to the fog node’s service payment funds via IIMSC lookup tables. That is, all funds remain within IIMSC until the fog node withdraws them.

C. Integrity Verification

To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any research contributions in the enforcement of fog service integrity. We seek to implement a fog service auditing mechanism based on a call-and-response for the service output from fog nodes for an IoT request. Unlike previous contributions, we include both an incentive to encourage fog nodes to participate in the call-and-response, and a penalty in the case the fog node fails the service audit.

We assume that IoT devices have limited resources and are therefore unable to verify the correctness of fog node’s service. Therefore, we define a service auditing scheme to allow an oracle to verify the integrity of fog nodes without revealing its identity. Indeed, if a fog node was aware that it was being audited by the oracle, it may change it’s behaviour. Instead, by using a Zero-Knowledge Proof of Membership [35], the oracle disguises itself as another IoT device, encouraging the fog node to behave as it normally does.

D. Penalty & Incentive Mechanisms

The existence of an auditor in itself acts as a deterrent to malicious behaviour from fog nodes. If a fog node is found to return a faulty response, we employ a penalty mechanism to both reduce the fog node’s collateral deposit and reputation score. If the audit is successful, the fog node’s reputation score may increase up to a fixed cap. A higher reputation score may lead to more service requests from IoT, and hence more service payments. Therefore, such a reward also acts as an incentive for fog nodes to behave honestly.

IV. DOMAIN BACKGROUND & CONFIGURATIONS

In this section, we provide background knowledge of blockchain, the IoT-fog environment, and cryptography, and define their role in the FISIE system.

A. Blockchain

Public blockchains, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, are decentralized ledgers that enforce block consensus across all immutable blockchain nodes, which allows them to operate in a trustless environment [36]. Public blockchains also provide pseudo-anonymity, fault tolerance, and auditability. Blockchain technology is viewed as a key technology in adding security & privacy to IoT and industrial IoT (IIoT) applications [37].

1) Smart Contracts: A smart contract is an agreement between two or more parties that self-executes when specific conditions are met [38]. A smart contract on the blockchain benefits from the same immutability, persistency and auditability as other blockchain transactions. A common use case for
blockchain smart contracts is providing access control of IoT data, which can mitigate security & privacy issues in IoT [39]. The FISIE system’s implementation of the Identity & Integrity Management Smart Contract (IIMSC) is compatible with any smart contract-capable blockchain.

2) Oracles: Often, a smart contract is dependent on real-world data to determine when its execution conditions are satisfied. However, the blockchain is isolated from the real-world internet environment, creating a need for a separate entity to convey the appropriate external information to the blockchain. An oracle is an off-chain third-party that is used to inject external data into smart contracts. Since oracles operate off-chain, it is necessary to validate the trustworthiness of both the oracle and the external data sources [40]. For this reason, centralized oracles are not often used since the validity of the communicated data from a single centralized entity cannot be trusted. Instead, multiple decentralized oracles are often used to cross-verify each other and create a trusted data feed [41]. The FISIE system relies on external decentralized oracles to audit fog nodes and trigger the appropriate smart contracts.

B. Elliptic Curve Cryptography – Definitions & Settings

The FISIE system uses elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), a public-key cryptographic method that uses a globally agreed upon elliptic curve and base point over a finite field to generate public and private keys [34].

Consider the finite field $\mathbb{F}_p$ for large prime number $p$. Over the elliptic curve $E$, beginning from a base point $G$, we select a secret key $k$ and derive the public key $P$ as

$$P = k \cdot G$$

(1)

where we ‘add’ ($\cdot$) $G$ $k$ times over the finite field of $E$.

1) The elliptic curve: Bitcoin and Ethereum use the secp256k1 system for the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [42] to sign blockchain transactions. The secp256k1 elliptic curve is defined as

$$E : y^2 = x^3 + 7,$$

(2)

and produces 256-bit keys [43], [44]. Unlike other contributions that trust a third party to define the elliptic curve parameters and generate device keys [14], [25], we will simplify the process and use the built-in ECC parameters of these blockchains for secure IoT-fog communication.

2) Encryption: Suppose entity $A$ has public key $P_A$ and private key $k_A$, and entity $B$ has public key $P_B$ and private key $k_B$. Then a symmetric key can be formed between $A$ and $B$ since

$$k_B P_A = k_B \cdot (k_A G) = k_A \cdot (k_B G) = k_A P_B.$$  

(3)

Using this symmetric key, we can encrypt and decrypt a message between $A$ and $B$ using a symmetric encryption algorithm such as AES [34], [45].

3) ECDSA: ECDSA is the primary signature generation and verification algorithm in Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains [44]. No transaction is accepted by the blockchain without a valid signature. Suppose a user $A$ submits a signature to a verifier $B$. ECDSA enables a verifier $B$ to recover the public key $P_A$ from a valid signature $s$. Hence, there is no need for $A$ to submit $P_A$ to $B$. For the remainder of this paper, every signature used is an ECDSA signature.

4) One-way hash function: We define the function $H : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\}^{256}$ as a secure, one-way 256-bit hash function. Examples of viable hash functions with this property are SHA-256 and Keccak-256 used by Bitcoin and Ethereum ECDSA respectively [36], [20]. Importantly, these hash functions also derive a user’s address by hashing the user’s public key. The address of a user with public key $P$ is defined as the last 20 bytes of the hash $H(P)$ [20]. We define the operation $||$, to be the $n$-byte right hand truncation of a value. Hence, a user with public key $P$ has address $H(P)||_n$.

C. Physical Architecture

Our proposed architecture is meant to be as general as possible so it may fit any existing IoT-fog infrastructure. Both IoT devices and fog nodes are heterogeneous and distributed. The architecture is divided into an IoT layer, a fog layer, and a Cloud layer. For simplicity of discussion, we consider the blockchain as part of the fog layer.

1) IoT layer: The IoT layer is composed of devices with varying resource capabilities and requirements from higher layers. We focus our approach on devices with limited computing/storage resources that require processing from the fog layer, and may send data to the Cloud layer for long-term storage. We define $I$ as the set of IoT devices in the FISIE system. All IoT devices in $I$ have at least enough resources to store the necessary encryption keys and to communicate with higher layers.

2) Fog layer: The fog layer is composed of fog nodes, oracles, and blockchain nodes for a smart contract-capable blockchain. We define $F$ as the set of fog nodes and $O$ as the set of oracles in the FISIE system. The fog nodes in $F$ have varying resource capabilities, and some may have sufficient resources to run a light blockchain node [30], a blockchain oracle [41], or both. Blockchain nodes may exist separately, or within a fog node, i.e., blockchain-enabled fog nodes [19].

3) Cloud layer: The Cloud layer is composed of data-centers capable of long-term data storage and substantial computing power [46]. Data that require storage may come from the fog layer after it has been processed, or directly from the IoT layer.

V. IIMSC - INITIALIZATION

Beginning in this section, and continuing in sections VI, VII and VIII, we define in detail the functionalities of IIMSC, including its initial parameters and tables. Every function of IIMSC takes a signature $s$ as a final argument, which is validated via ECDSA before executing the function. Therefore, we omit the signature validation from the description of IIMSC functions. The functions and lookup tables of IIMSC are designed to 1) facilitate the mutual authentication process, 2) provide security and accountability to the IoT-fog service payment process, and 3) enable incentive and penalty mechanisms for fog integrity. A summary of all IIMSC functions are provided in Table II and are described in future sections.
A summary of IIMSC functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialisation()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT_registration(Ether E_u)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog_registration(Ether E_u)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle_registration()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT_add_funds(Ether E_u)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT_withdraw_funds(float u)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog_add_funds(float u)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog_withdraw_funds(float u)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT_remove()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog_remove()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT_fog_payment(float d)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit result</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog_reward(Address af, Ring sign. R_w)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fog_penalize(Address af, Ring sign. R_w)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Lookup tables

Secure mutual authentication schemes rely on a trusted third-party to validate the identity of each authenticating member [23], [25]. Therefore, we propose that IoT devices and fog nodes register with respective IoT and fog lookup tables on the blockchain. The registration process uses ECDSA signatures to initially confirm the identity of the registering party. Hence, all registration information on the lookup tables are publicly accessible and pre-verified. To register with the blockchain, we require a payment deposit from IoT devices, and a collateral deposit from fog nodes. These deposited amounts are reflected in the lookup tables. Since our default implementation uses Ethereum, all mentions of payments, funds and deposits will use the Ether cryptocurrency [20].

For each IoT device $i \in I$, the fields in the IoT lookup table $T_i$ are defined as:

- **IoTAddress**: The address of the IoT device $i$, which is also the truncated hash of the IoT public key $H(P_i) \| 20$.
- **AvailFunds**: The available funds of IoT device $i$. These funds are used to pay for fog services.

For each fog node $f \in F$, the fields in the fog lookup table $T_F$ are defined as:

- **FogAddress**: The address of the fog node $f$, which is also the truncated hash of the IoT public key $H(P_f) \| 20$.
- **Deposit**: The collateral deposit given by fog node $f$. A portion of the deposit may be lost as a penalty for failing a service audit.
- **AvailFunds**: The available funds of fog node $f$. Available funds come from IoT service payments and may be withdrawn at the fog node’s discretion.
- **Reputation**: The reputation score of fog node $f$. This reputation score is updated based on the results of a service audit. IoT devices may choose which fog nodes to work with based on their respective reputation scores.

For record $t_f \in T_F$ of fog node $f$, we denote these entries as $t_f.A$, $t_f.AF$, $t_f.D$, and $t_f.R$ respectively.

By default, the lookup tables are implemented on-chain. Alternatively, the tables may be placed off-chain and managed by a reverse oracle, i.e., an outbound oracle that executes on behalf of the blockchain [47]. In this case, we add an additional column to both tables labeled ‘LastUpdateHeader’. For each table record, the ‘LastUpdateHeader’ field contains the blockchain header associated with the latest record update. By referencing this hash in the lookup tables, we also enforce immutability on the values of the off-chain lookup table.

In addition, we define an on-chain oracle lookup table $T_{O}$ to register any oracle that wishes to participate in the service auditing process. $T_{O}$ has a single field **OracleAddress**, denoted $t_o.A$ for record $t_o \in T_{O}$ of oracle $o \in O$.

B. Initialization

The **Initialization** function is the constructor of IIMSC. It creates the IoT, fog and oracle lookup tables \{IIMSC.$T_{I}$, IIMSC.$T_{F}$, IIMSC.$T_{O}$\}, and sets the following parameters:

- the minimum, initial and maximum reputation scores \{IIMSC.$R_{ minden}$, IIMSC.$R_{Init}$, IIMSC.$R_{max}$\}, where $IIMSC.R_{min} \leq IIMSC.R_{Init} \leq IIMSC.R_{max}$
- the reputation penalty and reward \{IIMSC.$r^{-}$, IIMSC.$r^{+}$\}, where IIMSC.$r^{-} > IIMSC.r^{+}$
- the fog collateral deposit amount IIMSC.$D$ and penalty deduction IIMSC.$d^{-}$

It is important that the reward $r^{+}$ is smaller than the penalty $r^{-}$ to deter fog nodes from behaving outside of what is expected.

C. IIMSC pooled funds

During registration process, IoT devices, fog nodes and the oracles each submit deposits, either for payments or as collateral. These funds are ‘moved’ during the payment and penalty processes. All funds deposited into IIMSC are pooled within the smart contract, and the individual token holdings are detailed in the lookup table for each device. Hence, any payments that occur through IIMSC have no actual transfer of payments between devices. Rather, the lookup table values are updated, and token changes are realized upon withdrawal.

VI. IIMSC – Identity Management

The objective of the identity management functions of IIMSC is to facilitate mutual authentication between IoT and fog. Prior to sending a request, the IoT device must authenticate a fog node by verifying it is registered in $T_F$ and has a sufficient reputation score. Likewise, the fog node must authenticate the IoT device to ensure it is registered in $T_I$ and has sufficient funds to pay the fog node.

A. Registration

Once IIMSC has initialized, any entity that wishes to partake in the FISIE system must first register with the blockchain.

1) IoT registration: The **IoT_registration** function takes an initial Ether deposit $E_u$ of amount $u > 0$ from IoT device $i \in I$. After ensuring $a_i = H(P_i) \| 20$ is not already in $T_I$, the values $t_i.A \leftarrow a_i$ and $t_i.AF \leftarrow u$ are added to new record $t_i \in T_I$. 

2) Fog registration: The \texttt{Fog\_registration} function takes a deposit $E_d$ of amount $d$ for fog node $f \in F$, with $d \geq \text{IIMSC}.D$. An amount \text{IIMSC}.D is used for the deposit, and the remainder $v = d - \text{IIMSC}.D$ is set as the initial available funds. The reputation of $f$ is set to the initial reputation $r = \text{IIMSC}.R_{\text{Init}}$. After ensuring $a_f = H(P_f) |_{|20}$ is not already in $T_F$, the values $t_f.A \leftarrow a_f$, $t_f.D \leftarrow \text{IIMSC}.D$, $t_f.AF \leftarrow v$ and $t_f.R \leftarrow r$ are added to the new record $t_f \in T_F$.

3) Oracle registration: An oracle $o \in O$ with public key $P_O$ must register with the blockchain in order to securely communicate its oracle results. Therefore, we define a function \texttt{Oracle\_registration} to create a record $t_o \in T_O$ with $t_o.A \leftarrow H(P_O) |_{|20}$.

B. Removal

If an IoT device $i \in I$ no longer wishes to be a part of the network, it may call the \texttt{IoT\_remove} function. All available funds under the record $H(P_i) |_{|20}$ are returned to IoT device $i$, and the record is removed from $T_I$.

A fog node may request to exit the system, or it may be removed forcefully by IIMSC. In both cases, the \texttt{Fog\_remove} function is executed. If the \texttt{Fog\_remove} function is initiated by the fog node, then the remaining deposit and available funds under the record $H(P_f) |_{|20}$ is returned to fog node $f$, and the record is removed from $T_F$. If at any point the fog deposit reaches zero or the reputation score falls below \text{IIMSC}.R_{\text{Min}}$, the \texttt{Fog\_remove} function is automatically triggered, the remaining available funds and deposit (if any) are returned and the fog node is removed from $T_F$.

C. Mutual Authentication

We outline the mutual authentication process between an IoT device $i \in I$ and a fog node $f \in F$.

1) IoT device $i$ sends a signature $s_i$ to fog node $f$.
2) Fog node $f$ will recover $P_i$ from $s_i$, and query $H(P_i) |_{|20}$ as the address of $i$ from the IoT lookup table $T_I$.
3) If the IoT address is found in step 2), continue with step 4). If not, mutual authentication fails.
4) Fog node $f$ sends a signature $s_f$ to IoT device $i$.
5) IoT device $i$ will simultaneously
   (a) recover $P_f$ from $s_f$ and query $H(P_f) |_{|20}$ as the address of $f$ from the IoT lookup table $T_I$.
   (b) verify that the reputation score $t_f.R$ meets the reputation threshold $i.R$ set by $i$.
6) If the fog address is found and the reputation threshold is met in step 5), continue to step 7). If not, mutual authentication fails.
7) IoT device $i$ and fog node $f$ have successfully completed mutual authentication, and established a symmetric key $P_fk_f = P_fk_i$ for secured communication. They may begin to collaborate.

The mutual authentication process is summarized in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2: The mutual authentication process.](image)

---

VII. IIMSC – PAYMENT MANAGEMENT

The objective of the payment management functions of IIMSC is to streamline the IoT-fog service payment process, while also providing security and accountability. Since all payment transactions are posted on the blockchain, visibility of payment records can be used in the case of a payment dispute. Once an IoT device and fog node are mutually authenticated, the IoT device may send any computation requests to the fog node in exchange for a portion of deposited funds.

A. Addition and withdrawal of funds

Once a device has registered with IIMSC, it may add or withdraw funds used for service payments.

1) IoT funds: After an IoT device $i$ has registered with the blockchain, it may add additional funds to its available reserve. The \texttt{IoT\_add\_funds} function takes additional funds $E_o$ of amount $o > 0$. The record $t_i \in T_I$ where $t_i.A = H(P_i) |_{|20}$ is updated with $t_i.AF \leftarrow t_i.AF + u$. Similarly, the \texttt{IoT\_withdraw\_funds} function may be used to withdraw an amount $u \in (0, t_i.AF]$ from the available funds. Then, the record $t_e \in T_I$ is updated with $t_e.AF \leftarrow t_e.AF - u$ and $E_u$ Ether is sent to IoT device $i$.

2) Fog funds: Once fog node $f$ begins to service IoT requests, it will accumulate payments in its available funds. Fog node $f$ may request to withdraw an amount $u \leq t_f.AF$ through the \texttt{Fog\_withdraw\_funds} function. The \texttt{Fog\_withdraw\_funds} function takes an amount to withdraw $u \in (0, t_f.AF]$ from the available funds. The record $t_f \in T_F$ where $t_f.A = H(P_f) |_{|20}$ is updated with $t_f.AF \leftarrow t_f.AF - u$, and $E_u$ Ether is sent to $f$.

B. IoT-Fog service and payment

Once the mutual authentication process is successfully completed and a symmetric key $P_fk_f = P_fk_i$ has been established between $i \in I$ and $f \in F$, IoT device $i$ may request computational support from fog node $f$ via symmetric
encryption. We outline the IoT-fog service process between IoT device \( i \) and fog node \( f \).

1. IoT device \( i \) transmits a proposed payment \( \delta \), a package \( g \), and the signature \( s_i \) of the transaction to fog node \( f \).
2. If \( f \) doesn’t accept, it sends a ‘reject’ return statement OR lets the request time out. The process ends.
3. Else, \( f \) processes package \( g \) and gets result \( \tau \).
4. The fog node \( f \) returns result \( \tau \) to IoT device \( i \).
5. IoT device \( i \) triggers the \texttt{IoT\_fog\_payment} function with parameters: agreed payment \( \delta \) and IoT signature \( s_i \).
6. The \texttt{IoT\_fog\_payment} function verifies signature \( s_i \), and transfers an amount \( \delta \) from \( t_i.AF \) to \( t_j.AF \), \( t_i \in T_i \), \( t_j \in T_f \).

The service and payment process is summarized in Fig. 3.

C. Matching, Bargaining, and Disputes

The default implementations of mutual authentication and service payment described above are streamlined, without consideration of fog selection, price bargaining or payment disputes. In reality, there is room for flexibility to address these concerns in these processes.

Prior to mutual authentication, IoT devices must select to which fog node it wishes to contact for service. There exist many, more sophisticated matching algorithms for pairing IoT devices with fog nodes based on proximity and available fog resource capacity [48].

Once devices have been authenticated and the IoT device submits its request with proposed payment, the fog node may counter-offer. That is, the IoT device and fog node may enter into a round of bargaining to determine an agreed price [49]. Indeed, the matching and bargaining processes can even be combined into an auction-based process whereby fog nodes are matched by bidding on the IoT request [50].

Once the service process is complete and the fog node has returned the processed result \( \tau \) of package \( g \), it is up to the IoT device to trigger the \texttt{IoT\_fog\_payment} function. If it does not within a reasonable amount of time, the fog node may start a dispute with a decentralized dispute resolution platform such as Kleros\(^5\) [51]. Conversely, if the IoT device does not receive a response from the fog in a timely manner, the IoT device may start a dispute. These dispute resolution processes may prove to be costly for IoT devices and fog nodes, thus incentivizing timely processing of IoT requests, and timely triggering of the payment smart contract.

VIII. IIMSC – Integrity Verification

By occasionally checking the processing results of fog nodes, we can add a level of integrity and trust to the IoT-fog environment. We rely on trusted decentralized oracles to audit and verify the integrity of fog nodes. An oracle \( o \in O \) uses two key pairs – one registered as an ‘IoT device’ and one registered as an oracle. All audits are submitted by the address associated to the IoT lookup table \( T_i \), so that fog nodes believe the audit is a normal IoT request. This is crucial to verify the natural behavior of a fog node when not under supervision.

\(^5\)https://kleros.io/
4) for $i = j + 1, \ldots, n, 1, \ldots, j - 1$:
   \[c_i = H(m|x_i-1)|\]
   \[T_i = (x_i, y_i) = \sigma_i \cdot G + c_i \cdot P_i\]

5) \[c_j = H(m|x_j-1)|\]

6) \[\sigma_j = q - c_j k_j\]

Let \(\sigma = [\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n]\) and \(P = [P_1, \ldots, P_n]\). Oracle \(o\) submits \((c_1, \sigma, P)\).

1) Verification: The verifier (IIMSC) begins with \(c_1\), and calculates
   \[T_1 = (x_1, y_1) = \sigma_1 \cdot G + c_1 \cdot P_1\]
   for \(i = 2, \ldots, n:\)
   \[c_i = H(m|x_i-1)|\]
   \[T_i = (x_i, y_i) = \sigma_i \cdot G + c_i \cdot P_i\]
   \[c_j = H(m|x_j)|\]

The ring signature is accepted if \(c_1 = c_j\).

2) Correctness: By the original choice of \(T_j = q \cdot G\), the final choice of \(s_j\) ‘closes’ the ring. That is,
   \[T_j = \sigma_j \cdot G + c_j P_j\]
   \[= (q - c_j k_j) \cdot G + c_j k_j \cdot G\]
   \[= q \cdot G\]

B. Reward & Penalty Functions

IIMSC alters the deposit and reputation scores of fog nodes based on the results of a service audit. Both the Fog_reward and Fog_penalize functions take a ring signature \(R_o\) from an oracle \(o \in O\). If the ring signature is valid, then there exists an address in \(T_1\) that belongs to oracle \(o\).

1) Passed audit: When a fog node \(f \in F\) passes a service audit sent by oracle \(o \in O\) with public key \(P_o\), the oracle calls the Fog_reward function which takes the fog address \(a_f\) and a ring signature \(R_o\). After verifying \(H(P_o)|||20\) in \(T_O\), \(a_f\) is in \(T_F\) and verifying the validity of ring signature \(R_o\), the function increases the fog reputation by an amount \(IIMSC.r^+,\) up to a maximum \(IIMSC.R_{max}\). That is, \(t_f.R \leftarrow \min\{t_f.R + IIMSC.r^+, IIMSC.R_{max}\}\).

2) Failed audit: When a fog node \(f \in F\) fails a service audit sent by oracle \(o \in O\) with public key \(P_o\), the oracle calls the Fog_penalize function which takes the fog address \(a_f\) and a ring signature \(R_o\). After verifying \(H(P_o)|||20\) in \(T_O\), \(a_f\) is in \(T_F\) and verifying the validity of ring signature \(R_o\), the function 1) decreases the fog reputation by an amount \(IIMSC.r^-\), and 2) decreases the deposit by an amount \(IIMSC.d^-\), or to 0, whichever is higher. That is, \(t_f.R \leftarrow t_f.R - IIMSC.r^-\) and \(t_f.D \leftarrow \max\{t_f.D - IIMSC.d^-, 0\}\).

The lost deposit is distributed among the registered IoT devices. If the updated reputation \(t.R\) falls below \(IIMSC.R_{min}\), or if the updated deposit \(t.D\) reaches 0, then Fog_remove is automatically called on \(f\).

C. Service Audit

We define the IoT address \(a_o = H(P_o)|||20\) and oracle address \(a_O = H(P_O)|||20\) as the two addresses used by oracle \(o \in O\) for fog and blockchain communication respectively.

1) Oracle \(o\) and fog node \(f\) mutually authenticate and establish a symmetric key \(P_o k_f = P_f k_o\).

2) Oracle \(o\) sends a package \(g\) to \(f\) following the process in section VII-B.

3) Simultaneously, oracle \(o\)
   a) waits for request response \(r_f\) from \(f\).
   b) calculates the expected output \(t_o.g\) of \(g\).

4) Oracle \(o\) computes a ring signature \(R_o = \{c_1, \sigma, P\}\) and compares the fog result \(r_f\) with the expected result \(t_o.g\).
   a) If \(r_f = t_o.g\), fog node \(f\) has passed the service audit. Oracle \(o\) calls the Fog_reward function with fog address \(a_f,\) oracle signature \(s_O,\) and ring signature \(R_o.\)
   b) Else, if \(r_f \neq t_o.g\), and \(f\) has failed the service audit. Oracle \(o\) calls the Fog_penalize function with fog address \(a_f,\) oracle signature \(s_O,\) and ring signature \(R_o.\)

1) Oracle payment: When an oracle \(o\) executes a service audit, it takes time and uses processing resources for the benefit of the FISIE system. In addition, since oracle \(o\) is disguising a service audit as an IoT service request, it must pay a service fee to the audited fog node. In both cases, the oracle should be fairly compensated and reimbursed for its efforts.

By default, IIMSC takes a service fee from IoT devices whenever a call to \(IOT\_fog\_payment\(\{d\}\) is made. That is, IIMSC takes a small portion of the service payment \(d\) as the service fee. These fees are pooled by IIMSC. A portion of the pool is used to pay the oracles, and the rest is used to pay the owners of the smart contract.

2) Scheduling policy: The audit scheduling policy defines how often oracles can execute service audits. By default, one oracle completes one service audit every \(\eta\) requests, where \(\eta\) is defined by IIMSC. A large \(\eta\) ensures that more than enough fees have been collected to pay the oracle fairly, but may not result in frequent enough service audits. In contrast, a small \(\eta\) results in more frequent service audits, but would require larger fees to be taken from IoT service payments to cover the oracle costs. Other more sophisticated scheduling policies [54], [55] can be considered for service auditing that take into account the overall health of the system. This is left for future work.

IX. IIMSC – Penalty & Incentive Mechanisms

The lookup tables, IIMSC parameters, and integrity verification functions are used to provide incentives and penalties for fog nodes to encourage integrity.

A. Fog monetization

An IoT device \(i \in I\) may request service from a fog node, in exchange for a proposed payment \(d,\) where \(d \leq t_i.AF\). That is, the IoT device has sufficient available funds to satisfy the proposed payment. Once a fog node has serviced an IoT request, the IoT device pays the fog node for its services. This IoT payment provides a monetary incentive to fog nodes to service IoT. A service payment from an IoT device is deducted from its available funds in \(T_f\), which is the total of all previously deposited and unspent funds, in IIMSC, from the IoT during or after registration.
B. Fog collateral deposit

Upon registry, a fog node \( f \in F \) has collateral deposit \( t_f.D = \text{IIMSC}.D \). Periodically, a service audit is sent out to fog node \( f \) by an oracle posing as an IoT device. The fog node, unaware the request is from an oracle, would respond to the request normally, either with a correct or faulty response. If the response is incorrect, i.e., fog node \( f \) has failed the service audit, then a portion of the fog deposited funds \( t_f.D \) are deducted from \( T_F \) and redistributed to IoT. This loss of collateral provides a monetary penalty to fog nodes if they fail a service audit. If a fog node loses its entire deposit, i.e., \( t_f.D = 0 \), then the fog node is removed from \( T_F \), and hence, from the FISIE system.

By default, the collateral deposit amount \( \text{IIMSC}.D \) is fixed, and any additional deposit is converted to available funds. Alternatively, a possible implementation of IIMSC could allow for flexible deposit amounts, and a more sophisticated deposit deduction or reduction mechanisms [56]. For example, IIMSC could decrease the required deposit from long-term behaving fog nodes. In this case, the additional deposit over the newly reduced deposit threshold is converted to available funds that the fog node may withdraw. This implementation provides an additional incentive to fog nodes to behave properly over the long-term.

C. Fog reputation

Fog nodes are given a reputation score in lookup table \( T_F \). The reputation score is updated by IIMSC based on the results of a service audit. That is, the reputation in \( T_F \) is decreased if a fog node fails a service audit, and is increased if it passes. An IoT device may filter the fog nodes based on their reputation score before choosing where to send a request. Therefore, it is beneficial to the fog node to always behave properly, as to have a higher reputation and the possibility for more IoT requests, i.e., IoT payments. This provides a service incentive to fog nodes if they pass a service audit. Conversely, a loss of reputation provides a service penalty to fog nodes if they fail a service audit. Every fog node begins at the same initial reputation score \( \text{IIMSC}.R_{\text{init}} \), can increase up to a fixed maximum score \( \text{IIMSC}.R_{\text{max}} \), and is removed from the system if the score falls below a minimal reputation threshold \( \text{IIMSC}.R_{\text{min}} \).

By default, IIMSC will decrease and increase the reputation score by a fixed \( \text{IIMSC}.r^- \) and \( \text{IIMSC}.r^+ \) respectively, where \( \text{IIMSC}.r^- > \text{IIMSC}.r^+ \). However, more sophisticated strategies for calculating [57] and updating [58] reputation score can be used, taking into account factors such as the number of IoT requests, and service level agreement (SLA) compliance [59].

D. Fog deposit distribution

If a fog node fails an audit, an amount \( d^- \) is deducted from its collateral deposit on the fog lookup table \( T_F \). The associated Ether \( E_{d^-} \) is still attached to IIMSC. Hence, we choose to distribute the amount \( \text{IIMSC}.d^- \) amount among a subset of IoT devices \( I \subseteq \bar{I} \) by updating available funds in the lookup table \( T_I \) by an equivalent amount. That is, for each \( i \in \bar{I} \), we select an amount \( d_i > 0 \) such that \( \sum_{i \in \bar{I}} d_i = \text{IIMSC}.d^- \), and increase the available funds \( t_i.AF \leftarrow t_i.AF + d_i, \forall i \in \bar{I} \).

By default, IIMSC distributes the deducted deposit from \( f \in F \) equally among all IoT devices by an amount \( d^-/n \) where \( n = |T_I| \). Other distributions strategies are possible, such as distributing only to IoT devices that have previously been serviced by \( f \) in either an equal or weighted manner.

X. SIMULATION OF INTEGRITY

To the best of our knowledge, no other contribution provides both an incentive and a penalty mechanism to enforce the integrity of an IoT-fog system. We first discuss the security of the FISIE system. To determine the effectiveness of our proposed system, we execute an auditing simulation over a set of malicious nodes. We also define several auditing scheduling policies to compare their effectiveness amongst each other.

A. Security Analysis – Discussion

The FISIE system streamlines the IoT-fog mutual authentication, service and payment processes while maintaining secure and accountable IoT-fog communication.

1) Encrypted Communication: All direct communication between IoT and fog is encrypted by a 256-bit ECC protocol. A 256-bit ECC key size ensures a high level of security comparable to a 2072-bit RSA key size – the former encryption standard [24], [60]. Furthermore, the secp256k1 elliptic curve proposed is already used by most blockchains [42]. Hence, there is no need for external third parties to define the system cryptographic parameters [25], which preserves the security of the FISIE system.

2) Lookup Tables: For a particular IoT device or fog node, its address on the lookup table is its blockchain address, which is generated from the hash of its public key. When device \( A \) communicates with device \( B \), \( B \) verifies the address of \( A \) on the lookup tables by extracting the public key of \( A \) from its signature, which is generated by its secret key. That is, some third entity \( C \) cannot impersonate \( A \) unless \( C \) possess the secret key of \( A \). Hence, the security of the mutual authentication and identifier verification, is equivalent to the security of the 256-bit ECC protocol used [24].

3) Payment: All payments are recorded on the blockchain via IIMSC. Hence, any disputes that may arise can be verified against the blockchain to ensure the accuracy of all claims. Furthermore, since all entities are registered with IIMSC, future implementations could freeze IoT assets until a dispute is resolved, or add a reputation score to IoT devices to track how often they default on service payments.

4) Ring Signature: An oracle uses an IoT address \( a_o \) to pose as an IoT device when interacting with a fog node. The oracle then submits its audit results to IIMSC using an oracle address \( a_Q \). The oracle audit submission includes a ring signature, which is a zero-knowledge proof of membership to prove the audit was done with an IoT address, without revealing which. Since all blockchain records are public, fog nodes can see which IoT devices are in the ring, and therefore could potentially be the oracle. The probability that any IoT address in the ring belongs to the oracle is 1/n for a ring of
n IoT addresses, which diminishes as n increases. However, a larger n requires more logging space on the blockchain and more verification computation from IIMSC, which could be costly. Hence, a balance is required to increase n as much as is reasonable. Alternatively, oracle o may send a ring signature \( \mathcal{R}_\omega \) with a large n to a secondary computing oracle such as TrueBit\(^6\) for transparent verification. The computing oracle then sends the result to IIMSC. This process would allow for larger ring signatures, thus increasing audit security, without inflating the cost of the smart contract.

### B. Auditing sampling policies

For a set of fog nodes \( F \) and a size \( C \), we sample a distinct subset \( F_C \) from \( F \) of \( C \) nodes. Service audits are executed over members in \( F_C \) either sequentially or simultaneously. The purpose of clustering fog nodes even when executing sequentially is to limit the number of repeated audits to the same fog node in a short time period. That is, a larger size \( C \) increases the expected time between audits to the same fog node. Each sampling policy defines a specific way that clusters are sampled.

1) **Random sampling:** Clusters of size \( C \) are sampled randomly without repetition from the set \( F \). This sampling method weighs all members equally, and makes no distinction between fog nodes who have previously passed their service audits, and those who haven’t.

2) **Weighted sampling:** This sampling assigns a weight to each fog node, based on their previous audit history. The weights are initialized to be uniform. If a fog node fails a service audit, the weight is increased, denoting that this fog node should be audited more often. Similarly, if a fog node passes a service audit, we decrease the weight, indirectly giving audit priority to all other fog nodes. In practice, this method would require an oracle to keep a separate internal log of fog audit history.

3) **BIBD sampling:** This method is based on combinatorial design theory \([61]\) where we build a series of finite balanced sets \([62]\) of fog nodes \( F_B \). We define the \((F, B, B)\)-balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) as a series of blocks, i.e., subsets of \( F \), that are of size \( B \) and have each fog node appear in \( B \) distinct blocks. The \((F, B, B)\)-BIBD is computed at the beginning of the simulation, and is re-computed every time a fog node is ejected from the system.

### C. Auditing cost

We assign each fog node \( f \in F \) a random ‘malicious rate’ \( m_f \in [0.4, 1] \), a probability that the next request response will be faulty. By the definition of Fog\_penalize, a fog node penalty will deduct a portion of the fog deposit, and remove the fog node from the system once that deposit reaches 0. For our simulation, we set each fog deposit to 3 and enforce a penalty of -1. That is, a fog node is removed from the system if it fails 3 service audits. For this simulation, we suppose the malicious rate of each fog node does not change in response to an audit result. The simulation is executed 1000 times per

\[^6\text{https://truebit.io/}\]

![Figure 5: The means and variances of auditing costs necessary to expel all malicious nodes.](image)

D. **State of the system**

Now we suppose that a fog node may alter it’s malicious rate in response to a service audit result. If a fog node fails a service audit, we decrease the malicious rate by a random fraction. Two scenarios may result: 1) the fog node adjusts its malicious rate slowly towards 0 and redeems its reputation score, thus staying in the system, or 2) the fog node fails more service audits before fully redeeming its reputation score, and is ejected from the system. In both cases, the integrity of the overall system increases. We observe this trade-off between the number of malicious nodes and the integrity of the system by simulating the state of the system over time. For these simulations, we set IIMSC.\( R_{\text{min}} \) = 0, and IIMSC.\( R_{\text{init}} \) = IIMSC.\( R_{\text{max}} \) = 10.

1) **By malicious rate:** When a fog node fails a service audit, we decrease its malicious rate. Therefore, we expect the overall malicious rate to decrease over time. If a fog node is ejected from the system, then only fog nodes with lower malicious rates would stay in the system, further supporting our hypothesis. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 6a, there is a significant drop in the malicious rate over the first several audits. As expected, the overall reputation score initially drops, but slowly recovers once the majority of the fog nodes begin to behave properly.
enabled fog nodes. We defined a smart contract-based system for heterogeneous IoT and blockchain-fog nodes that interact with IoT. In this paper, we proposed a general architecture for the integrity enforcement. Finally, we analyzed the security of our system, and analyzed the simulation results of our proposed service auditing over several audit scheduling policies. We found the weighted sampling method to increase system integrity in fewer total audits, hence lower blockchain cost.

In this study, the construction and analysis of the proposed system is theoretical. In future work, we will build a Proof of Concept model to study the feasibility of blockchain-enabled fog nodes, the actual incurred latency of mutual authentication and IoT task processing, and the actual behaviour of fog nodes over time. Furthermore, we will test various audit scheduling policies based on the real-time results of the system. Finally, we will include a data auditing mechanism in a public system to expand the scope of fog integrity. In a public IoT-fog environment with decentralized fog devices, integrity enforcement of fog will keep the environment safe and stable for IoT, and enable the expansion of IoT applications with the full cooperation of fog towards a real-world smart city [2].
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